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Createspace, United States, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book
***** Print on Demand *****. MISSING Stranger than Fiction? You Decide. Tonight on Unsolved Tales.
the tragic story of a young Colorado Springs United States Air Force Academy bound Clayton
Edwards Jr. of South Hampton, Nevada who disappeared. without a trace. Eyewitnesses claim to
have seen someone resembling Edwards boarding a plane to Thailand at the Denver, Colorado
International Airport shortly after his disappearance. This remains to be seen, as his bloody car was
found idling on the shoulder of Interstate 70 near Richford, Utah. Despite theories, authorities
speculate that it was the senseless act of gruesome murder. passport and wallet stolen, accounts
and trust funds depleted. body discarded. Regardless, Edwards left behind bereaved parents, a
girlfriend and hosts of friends and loved ones who are still in shock more than one year later. If you
can help solve this beguiling crime. Unsolved Tales, as always, will generously reward you. This is
Patrice Angelo of Unsolved Tales, signing off.
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This publication is wonderful. It really is rally interesting throgh reading period of time. I am just very easily will get a delight of reading a published book.
-- Rom a  Little-- Rom a  Little

This sort of ebook is every thing and made me hunting forward and a lot more. I have read through and i also am confident that i am going to going to go
through once again once more in the foreseeable future. I discovered this publication from my dad and i encouraged this book to discover.
-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV-- Pr of . K ip Spinka  IV
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